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W I T H I N  T H E S E
P A G E S :

ABOUT ME
I  love to use art for story-telling. Since much of my portrait work is for clients, I  need

to take time from documenting milestones to create and explore artistically. I  have

often felt like it was hard or wrong to share emotions that are anything other than

positive, but my art allows me to share secrets and feelings that I think about but

rarely talk about. Mixed with some satire and creative discomfort, my art (which is

primarily self portraits) shares a glimpse at the way I process thoughts and feelings. 

 

ABOUT THE PROJECT
After getting some new living room furniture, I was driving home from a photo shoot and I

started thinking about our old couch. What if I couldn't get rid of it?

Could I use an old couch for a creative photo project? 

By the time I got home, I was excited about seeing how much inspiration I could find in a couch.

Another thing happened by the time I got home...someone came to take it! 

So...I found a new old couch! LOL

Then I made the challenge official:

Create 5 fine art self portraits incorporating the couch in five days. 

I don't want to just use it as a back drop. I want to find how that couch can influence the

entire theme of the image by using color, texture, and symbolism to recreate the way it is

used in every shot.

 

 

 

SET DESIGN 

TECHNICAL
DETAILS 

PROPS 
COSTUME
 
COST
 
EDITING
 
INSPIRATION

 

Tonya Wilhelm



II already had the caution tape, respirator, and
hand sanitizer. That is my studio fire extinguisher
 
25 foot roll of Bubble wrap $13.79 x3
Coveralls $5.99
 

COST:

GEAR AND SETTINGS

Gear

Nikon Z7
Sigma 50mm 
Set the timer to 10 seconds, with a 9 image burst 2 secs
apart
2 white lightning strobes
 
Settings
ISO 40
Shutter 1/200 sec
f/10
 

 

 

 

SET DESIGN

Background

 

II used a gray roll of paper

Couch

 

I stapled almost 75 feet of bubble wrap to the couch.
 
Props
Caution tape, respirator , hand sanitizer, paint suit



COSTUME

Funny story about the coveralls. Lowes only had
them in L/XL which seemed way too big. I was
talking to a man that worked there and asked if he
had a smaller size. He suggested I get shoe covers
too, but I just told him I was going to wear heels
and smiled. No explanation. I did tell the truth.
I own 3 respirators. This is my studio respirator.
haha

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

PHOTOSHOP AND EDITING

I cleaned up the background. My gray paper is
used hard and not big enough. My molding was
also only long enough for one side, so lots of
extending to do. 
I actually caught the spray in a photo, but not the
one I wanted to use, so I pieced it in from another
photo.

 

 

 

 

 

This was planned over two weeks ago. I had not
idea it would be so relavent to the news. It was
never about germs or COVID-19. I didn't change
it from my original plan...that is why there is no
toilet paper.
 
I
 
 

NOTES

I titled this Self Care because it was meant to be
satire about protecting your emotional and
mental health. Or at least, that is what it means
to me. I'm actually not great at it but by the time I
get to it...I need things to be this severe. Not
really. Well maybe.

INSPIRATION

Before

After


